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ABSTRACT
The results of an unclassified workshop on Shallow Water Acoustics,

jointly sponsored by ONR and DARA, are presented. The workshop was held on

October l-3, 1996 at the Naval Research Laboratory, Stenns Space Center, and
included 83 paricipants specializing in ocean acoustics, geology and geophysics,

physical oceanography, and other disciplines relevant to shallow water research.
The goal of the workshop was to help determine the curent status of and futue

directions for shallow water acoustics research. The report sumarzes the
deliberations and recommendations of the workshop, and includes detailed reports

from the thee working groups (bottom, water colum, and modeling and signal
processing) as well as from the workshop moderator (Dr. James Lynch, WHOI).
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INTRODUCTION
Naval Research, Code 3210A, and the

On October 1-3, 1996 the Office of

DARA ASW Shallow Water Program sponsored an unclassified workshop on
Shallow-Water Acoustics at the Naval Research Laboratory at Stenns Space

Center, Mississippi. Overall, the intent of this workshop was to have a variety of

ocean acoustics investigators interact constrctively in order to promote better
vertical and horizontal integration among the basic research and the exploratory

development research projects. The most significant objective of the workshop
the present ONR Shallow-Water

was to identify the strengts, needs, and goals of

Acoustics program. Finally, the workshop provided an opportity to discuss the

Navy relevance of current research, especially identifying Navy exploratory
development projects that are dependent on Shallow-Water Acoustics.

The workshop opened with several programatic overview talks. These

were followed by a ful day of short project review and tutorial talks. On the
second day, there were four consecutive open panel discussions on topics selected
for their importce to curent shallow-water acoustic research. These panels

were: Bottom Acoustics (Group Leader, Paul Vidmar), Water Colum Acoustics

(Group Leader, Michael Buckingham), Acoustics Modeling /Signal Processing
(Group Leader, Wiliam Siegman), and Vertical and Horizontal Integration

Issues (Group Leader, Ed Chaika). In the afternoon, the workshop paricipants

broke into parallel working groups headed by the group leaders on the three

techncal research topics: Bottom Acoustics, Water Colum Acoustics, and
Acoustics Modeling/Signal Processing. On the final day of the workshop, the

working groups reconvened to generate sumar reports of their discussions
which were presented at the concluding full session of the workshop. The wrtten

report which follows brings together and documents the results and
recommendations from ths workshop.

v
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MODERATOR'S COMMENTARY ON THE OCT 1-3, 1996 ONR-DARPA

SHALOW WATER WORKSHOP
Jim Lynch, Moderator

Introduction
At my request, Drs. Ellen Livingston and Jeff Simmen accorded me the
privilege of wrting a small commentar on shallow water acoustics research, and

in paricular on the Oct. 1 - 3 Shallow Water Workshop held this autu at NRLSSC. Before embarking on this, however, I will make a very strong disclaimer
that the s~tements and opinions contained in this section of the report are strictly

my own and are not to be construed as representing either the opinion of the
communty or of

the sponsors of

the workshop.

I have written this section not because I have any claim to supenor
expertise in this field (I don't!), but rather because I think these comments may

have some small added value in fuher focusing our results and adding a few
more idéas for the future. If even one point I make is a good one that produces a
positive result, it wil have been worth the effort.
A Brief Revisionist History of

Shallow Water Research (1977-1996)

I've now been in the field of underwater acoustic/ acoustical oceanography

for 20 years, which gives me just enough of a time series of observations of the

field of shallow water acoustics to say that there is such a thing as long term
progress! When I first looked at shallow water acoustic propagation problems at
ARL:UT some 20 years ago, there were decent 2-D ray and mode codes available.

(PE was in its infancy and 3-D was a distant dream.) These codes were slow by

modern standards, and most were range independent, but they worked. The

characteristics of the bottom were known only in a very broad sense, and
Hamilton's work was the roadmap for most uses. (His 1980 JASA paper is stil
highly regarded today, which indicates just how basic his contrbution was.) The
V11
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water colum was commonly regarded as something that could cavalierly be
tossed off -- an XBT record in the general vicinity of interest was regarded as
perfectly adequate information about the oceanographic field. By and large, "blue

water" dominated people's attention anyway, so that the finer points of shallow
water oceanography and geology were not first order worres.
In the decade of

the 1980's, blue water stil dominated the Navy's interest.

However, shallow water was not entirely ignored, and research in the area
proceeded at a goodly pace. Bottom acoustics was an important topic in the 80's,

with much effort being put into measurng and computing what the effects of

bottom and subbottom properties were on acoustic propagation. Inverse
technques for bottom properties, mainly linear, began to proliferate. Computer

codes for propagation improved dramatically, with the PE and wavenumber
integration technques tang their places along with the standard ray and mode
pictue codes. Signal processing technques, notably adaptive technques and

matched field processing ( MFP), made substantial strdes. Scattering from rough

surfaces, paricularly the water surface and the water bottom interface, was also
explored extensively. The water colum, however, remained largely ignored in

the context of shallow water/ coastal acoustics.

The first half of the 1990's has also been a fritful period for shallow water
acoustics research. With the dissolution of the Soviet Union around 1990, and the

tensions in the Middle East, the Navy's focus tued rather abruptly from "blue
water" to "brown water," i.e. shallow water, as a top priority. In line with this,
two shallow water workshops have been held by ONR this decade (1992 at WHOI

and 1996 at NRL-SSC). The nineties have been the "era of the computer." The
increase in computing power has made a great impact on modeling and analysis,

whereas the decrease in computer size, the low power requirements, and the
resistance to high g-forces that have enabled laptop computers to emerge have

V11
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made at-sea experimental observations at high bandwidths and over long
durations practicaL. Computer codes have become sophisticated enough to handle
much of

the important propagation physics in 2-D slices, and 3-D and broadband

codes now exist, though not all of them are as "user frendly" and effcient as one

would desire them to be eventually. Thans to these computer advances, bottom
inversions using non-linear technques such as simulated anealing and genetic

algoriths have become possible, allowing the inversion of diverse data types for

almost any geoacoustic or porous medium variable. Rapid bottom surey
technques are beginnng to be developed, Vvith chirp sonar being a prime
example, but these also stil have a long way to go.
Perhaps the biggest surrise in the 1990's has been the emergence of the

water colum as an important piece of the shallow water problem in the 25-2500

Hz range. The argument that the water colum soundspeed fluctuations were
small compared to the bottom propert variations, and that in shallow water the
downward refracting (or at least isovelocity) water colum profile gave the

bottom dominance more or less held sway until very recently. The fact that the

low mode energy, which is the dominant energy propagated to longer ranges,

travels maiy in the water colum and thus is more strongly affected by its

varability was largely overlooked. However, Zhou's 1991 Yellow Sea
experiment paper in JASA stared changing opinions about the water colum's
relative importance, and gave impetus to the curent work on soliton scattering.

The finding by the Barents Sea Polar Front group that the low modes were
coupled far more strongly by a coastal front than by steep bottom bathymetry
showed that these featues, too, needed to be carefully considered. There have

been numerous experiments recently which have focused on water column effects,
and which have already shown them to be important determinants of shallow

water acoustic propagation and scattering.

ix
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At ths point, I am up to the present, so let me discontinue this brief

"pseudo-historical" aside, and look at the present. I will do this by looking at the
topics covered by the working groups.
Comments on the Working Group Topics

Before getting into the individual areas, I would first like to than the
panel and working group leaders for the wonderfl jobs they have done. Ellen
Livingston and I picked the leaders, Paul Vidmar, Mike Buckingham, Bil
Siegman, and Ed Chaika, because we knew that they all knew the fields they

represented quite well and also were extremely dependable. Each group leader

produced a fine report, and I than them very much! The comments I'm adding
here are, as I stated, just made in the hope of adding a little more value to their
already excellent reports.
Bottom Acoustics

In doing any shallow water acoustics expenment, the bottom properties

need to be determned to some extent for analysis puroses. However, it can be
confidently stated that the bottom properties are the hardest quantities to obtain
expenmentally. Rapid surey technques for getting at bottom properties are

relatively rare (chirp sonar and shots/ airguns with sonobuoy receivers are two
common ones I am aware of). More needs to be done, I feel, to make some of the
other expenmenta technques which have been developed for research into
surey technques, e.g. Hanel transform techniques, impact drop probes, etc.,

into common surey instrents. (As I type this in Hawaii, I have just leared
from Bob Stoll that Sippecan is developing a commercial drop probe with him!)
Without such rapid, "user friendly" surey techniques, 1) we will never map

laIge areas adequately on a routine basis and 2) expenments that are not
specifically "bottom mapping" experiments will be hampered in their analyses

due to lack of bottom propert information. This might be a 6. 1 -6.2 transition
x
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issue, but its resolution means a lot to 6.1 research. This also sounds like an area
of development where ONR Marne Geology and Geophysics (G&G)

paricipation would be beneficial; G&G contrbuted heavily to the development of

the chirp sonar, and so ths would be right in line with their historical interest in
developing geological surey tools.

I would also like to see what I will call, for lack of a better phrase, a
"better intedace" between the poro-elastic ("Biot-Stoll") descriptions of the

bottom and the geoacoustic (complex soundspeed, shearspeed, and density)
descriptions. It was clear at the workshop that some people were more

comfortable with one pictue than another, and that the prescription for going
from one pictue to another was not clear to many paricipants. Perhaps a good
review aricle in the Joural of the Acoustical Society by one of the more senior

people in bottom acoustics would be helpful to the communty as regards that
issue. Also, it would perhaps be desirable to have softare available for
translating from one pictue to the other.
Water Column Acoustics

Whle the water colum was ignored for many years (to my mind,
anyway), the past few years have seen a number of experiments pedormed
addressing water colum issues, which has allowed us to make up significant
ground. Since 1992, the following experiments have probed shallow water

colum issues: 1) the 1992 Barents Sea Polar Front experiment (fronts and

internal waves), 2) the 1995 SWAR experiment (nonlinear and linear internal
waves), 3) the three 1996-97 PRIMER experiments (fronts, eddies, internal
waves, and fine structue), 4) the 1996 SESAME experiment (fronts, eddies,

internal waves), 5) the Intimate '96 experiment (internal waves), and 6) the 1996

Yellow Sea preliminar experiment (internal waves). I've probably missed a few

experiments, as well as slightly misstated the goals of some experiments, for
xi
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which I offer my apologies. But that list gives you the basic idea that something

is definitely happening as far as measurng the water colum with good acoustics

coupled to good, simultaeous oceanography measurements. I would make two

comments on the above group of experiments. First, it might be useful for the
PI's of all these experiments to gather for a "mini-conference" to compare

. analysis results and directions. (Note: there is a special session at the PSU ASA

meeting in Spring 97 that will address at least the oceanographic par of many of

these experiments.) And second, there are stil a lot of measurements and issues
that the above experients did not get to that need to be carefully addressed. On

my list of desirable further items would be: 1) measurements at a lot more
frequencies, going in octaves (at minimum) from 25 Hz to 3200 Hz, 2) longer
continuous samples of

2-4 weeks of

the acoustic transmissions (10-20 minutes) combined with

time series overall, 3) good, 360 degree azimuthal measurements of

scattering from fronts, internal waves, etc. and 4) horizontal and vertical aray
deployments for coherence studies.

One interesting point to make concerning the water colum experiments
and modeling of the wa!er colum structue is that shallow water acoustics efforts

like the ones above have been takng "ancilar" or "supporting" physical
oceanographic (PO) data that have actually pushed the state of the ar in PO

somewhat. I thnk some acousticians were surrised at the meeting to find out
that the PO communty did not know about the coastal oceanography on all the
time and space scales we needed for our work, and that we were breakng some
new ground for PO as well. This came about because, historically, coastal PO did

not look so hard at the fine space and time scales we need to know about for
acoustics puroses; they generally looked at slower, broader featues. Moreover,

their measurement technques were previously somewhat limited compared to

modem technology. However, with ADCP's, Sea Soar, and other modem
technologies, the PO communty can help us get the measurements we need,
xu
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which are also things they need, as they study finer scales in oceanography. (And
conversely, we have helped them!)

The second point to make about the PO is that we should try to link
strongly to the PO modeling efforts in providing oceanographic input to acoustic
propagation and scattering codes. The constraints that ocean dynamical equations

can provide give us more sensible inputs to the acoustic models; data assimilating

ocean models might produce the best input available. However, these models are

not yet as fully developed as would desire for acoustics puroses, and again we
are pushing the state of

the ar in PO. In paricular, the PO models do not combine

the large scale and fine scale oceanography well yet, i.e. the large scale models

wil handle "kilometer-ish" resolution and subtidal frequencies, but they won't
handle the Nmax(z) buoyancy frequencies and lD's of meters scales needed to
handle solitons. Fine scale soliton models (e.g. John Apel's recent "dnoidal"

wave model) on the other hand do not relate to subtidal frequency processes. The

link needs to be made, in order to aid both acoustics and oceanographic efforts.
This may be 6.l, 6.2, or even higher research, but whatever the designation, it will
be useful work.

One more note on water colum phenomena, specifically as regards
deterministic versus stochastic descriptions. One of the livelier discussions of the
workshop addressed whether one should model propagation through solitons

deterministically or stochastically. Ths is not a trvial question. Given the exact
bathymetr, water colum stratification, tidal forcing, and wind! thermohaline

forcing of the ocean in the region of generation and propagation of solitons, one

could in theory predict what we would see for a soliton field. However, we will

never know all ths information, so that in reality we will wind up with an
estimation of the field. The field we estimate will have the correct properties for

solitons, but its parameters will be different from the real ocean field. We are thus

X11
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looking at a deterministic process but with unown parameters, the typical
scenario for internal wave work! Perhaps the biggest difference between solitons
and linear waves is that we know the generation sites and mechanisms a lot better

for solitons, so that these do have some potential for parial predictability. Given
this situation, do we use deterministic models, "conditional probabilities" as

McCoy has suggested, or fuly random approaches, as Tappert has suggested?
This issue will be a lively one to address in the near future, not just for solitons,

but for eddies, fronts, and other ocean phenomena which have some dynamical
strcture and order (though they are also tubulent! chaotic due to the

nonlinearties in the Navier-Stokes equations) but whose exact strctue we will
never be able to know exactly due to limited measurement resources. I think an

indication of how interesting ths problem wil be is seen in the oceanographic
data on solitons taken by the many experiments listed above. To my eye, there are
significant diferences as well as similarties in the soliton! internal tide fields seen

by varous investigators, indicating that we will not be looking at a trivially
simple ocean. Even the linear internal wave field in shallow water is unown at

this time; there is an ONR PO initiative called LIWI investigating this field, but
there is much work to do here, and results wil probably be few years in coming.

All in all, the coastal water colum is providing some extremely good
research questions to the science community, and the efforts of that community
promise to provide both good science results and vital information to the Navy in
the next few years.

Modeling
Modeling of acoustic propagation and scattering is a pretty highly evolved
ar form at this point in time, and Fred Tappert's semi-facetious remark that "it

has all been done" is not totally amiss. I think modelers have explored many of
the physics, 3-D, broadband, etc., issues so that they know prett much what to do

xiv
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for most cases of interest. However, in practice, the community of model users

(as opposed to modelers) who employ codes in day-to-day analysis work do not

have access to all the types of codes that they need. OALUB
(htt://oalib.njit.eduJ which I regard as one of the best thlngs since sliced bread,

provides the basic "flavors" of code, i.e. ray, mode and PE, but these are

generally (though not totally) 2-D and narowband. To do broadband
calculations, one generally has to resort to Fourier synthesis, and it would be nice

if all the codes available had "hooks" for this in place. 3-D is also a serious issue

in shallow water, paricularly due to topographic steering, and real 3-D codes (as
opposed to Nx2D, which of course is still quite useful) are stil relatively rare and
a bit hard to use. FOR3D (PE), HARPO (ray) and Ching-Sang Chiu's 3-D mode
code seem to be the front ruers in the area. I would personally suggest that

ONR, which already supports OALUB, go even fuer with its model support
and make sure that a very complete suite of models is available to the U.S.

underwater acoustics community.

Another issue in modeling is that one uses very accurate models but very

inaccurate ocean and ocean bottom input to make predictions of things like
propagation loss, travel times, etc. As the models generally take in deterministic

data (i.e. either one realization of a random process or the mean of a range of

parameter values), we get out a perfect, deterministic prediction with no error

bars. This is unealistic, as we all know. Yet there seems to be precious little
effort made to quantify the effects of input error in codes. It is tacitly assumed
that the user of a code can iterate the model over the full space of possible input

parameters to get such answers, but this is generally neither possible nor

convenient. David Rubenstein offered a few references to work on getting error/
predictability estimates from "smart" algoriths, and r think this is a good topic

for the communty to pursue.

xv
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Postscript
Since I don't have anything much to add to the vertical! horizontal
resolution or signal processing discussions, let me stop here. Again, let me state

that the opinions I expressed above are my own. I hope they are not all completely
off base, and that some might even be usefuL.

xvi
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1. THE BOTTOM ACOUSTICS GROUP REPORT
Paul Vidmar, Group Leader
1.1. Introduction

Scattering from the seabed is one of the most challenging and important

problems in understanding acoustic propagation in shallow water. Reverberation,

time spreading, and angle spreading of acoustic signals are regularly observed in
shallow water experiments and are thought to be caused by scattering from the sea

floor and subbottom. Our curent inability to make reliable predictions of these
phenomena emphasizes our lack of knowledge of the physics of scattering and
underscores the importance of the scattering component of bottom acoustics

research.

While many individual scientific issues related to scattering were raised
during the panel discussion and the meetings of the working group, one recurng
topic was the lack of knowledge of the featues of the subbottom producing

scattering. Geoacoustic "ground truth" is curently lacking and is sorely needed

to guide theoretical and computational research, facilitate design of successful

field experiments, provide the basis for analysis and interpretation of acoustic

data, and for eventual application to Navy problems. The working group also
identified some issues concerning the basic geoacoustic properties of sediments.
Below we sumarize discussions of

the working group. Following that, we make

some recommendations for futue research directions and identify the relevance of
this work to the Navy.

1
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1.2. Scattering

Although theoretical and computational work has made progress toward
understading individual scattering mechanisms, it is not clear how this work can

be applied to the problem of scattering from the seabed in shallow water. One

diffculty is the fact that the sea floor topography and subbottom geoacoustic
strctue have a complicated mixture of lengt scales, orientations and physical
properties. The scattered field is thus inherently three dimensional, highly

frequency dependent, and is produced by many mechansms acting in concert.

Another, possibly more serious, difficulty is that there are very few measurements

of subbottom varability on scales important to scattering - and almost none in
areas where acoustic data were collected. A knowledge of the subbottom featues
that cause scattering is crucial for providing direction to theoretical and

computational research and for makng meanngful interpretation of acoustic data

possible. Whle some progress has been made in developing techniques for
measurng subbottom properties at scales of interest, notably applications of

borehole tomography (Yamamoto, U. of Miami), chirp sonar (Turgut, NRL), and

x-ray tomography (Anderson, Texas A&M, and Turgut, NRL) there is stil
disagreement in the scientific communty concernng the interpretation and
accuracy of data collected with these approaches. Below, we have organzed and

sumarzed these and other scientific issues raised by the working group.

Statistical Characterization of the Environment

The working group identified thee different aspects of the sea floor and
sub

bottom varability that neeà a statistical description because the scale of

variability is so short that a deterministic description is not practicaL. They are:
surface roughness, subbottom fluctuations, and reflecting objects. We distinguish
between more continuous varations in properties (fluctuations) and reflecting

2
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objects (such as layers, gas bubbles and shells) because the physics of scattering is

different and they may require a different statistical characterization. The key to

developing a statistical characterization of these featues is availability of
measurements of their geoacoustic properties.

Surface roughness: The statistical characterization of surface roughness is a fairly

matue subject with many data sets available. The power law spectral
characterization appears to work well and has been used by several researchers.
The remaining issues involve extrapolation in terms of scale and geographic area
the same techniques applies

(See Extrapolation section below). The application of

to characterizing the small scale roughness of subbottom layers.
Subbottom Inhomogeneities: There are very few measurements of sub

bottom

fluctuations. Yamamoto (U of Miami) uses borehole tomography to measure
subbottom fluctuations with resolution of about 1 m or less. He processes the
data to obtain a two dimensional power spectral representation and has achieved
success in applying ths characterization to the prediction of backscattering from
the sea floor. On a much smaller scale (1 mm resolution), Anderson (Texas

A&M) and researchers at NRL use x-ray tomography to measure the three
dimensional strctue of very small scale fluctuations. Developing an acceptable
three dimensional statistical characterization and wil require even more data to be
collected at varous resolutions.

Reflecting objects: Several classes of reflecting objects are curently being
studied. Turgut (NRL) uses chirp sonar data to obtain the three dimensional
structue of layers in the subbottom. Anderson (Texas A&M) and NRL
researchers use x-ray tomography to obtain the characteristics of gas bubbles,
shell fragments, etc. found in the upper par of the sea floor. These data may be
sufficient to begin developing statistical characterizations of these objects. The

3
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main issues here involve extrapolation and examining additional scattering
objects.
Scattering Mechansms

Working group discussions identified several scattering mechanisms that

need additional theoretical, computational, and experimental work. These
mechanisms are: Volume inhomogeneities: Although several researchers have
made progress, more work is needed to develop theories that are not empirical but

driven by measurable environmental parameters. Work by Yamamoto (D of
Miami) is proceeding in this direction using his borehole tomography

measurements of velocity and density fluctuations as input to his scattering
theory.

Finite size layers: Work needs to be done to describe scattering from a single
finite size layer, such as a sand lens in a clay sediment, and from an ensemble of
such layers. Edge effects, resonances, and multiple scattering may be important

aspects of scattering from finite layers. Work by Turgut (NRL) and Badiey (D of

Delaware) is makng progress toward providing experimentally derived
parameters for such layers in shallow water sediments. Shear coupling: While
shear wave effects in marne sediments are negligible under most circumstances,
it is possible that they have a role in the scattering process. Two factors make this

possible: (a) the gradients in volume inhomogeneities may be two orders of
magnitude higher than the average gradients in the sediment, leading to
significant gradient driven coupling, and (b) shear waves may travel only a short
distance to encounter a scatterer and, hence, may not be totally absorbed.

Computational work by Stephen (WHOI) is the only work curently addressing
this topic.

4
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Orientation relative to the horizontal: Layers, striations on suraces (sand waves)
or elongated inhomogeneities that are oriented at an angle to the horizontal induce

an azimuthal dependence to the scattering process. Borehole tomography caried

out by Yamamoto (U of Miami) has measured the non-horizontal orientation of

volume inhomogeneities and he has included them in his calculations of

backscatter. More work is needed to extend this work and to develop an
understanding of scattering from other non-horizontal structures.

Single and multiple scattering: Almost all theoretical work deals with scattering
in the single scatter approximation. Work needs to be done to deal with multiple
scattering and examine the validity of the single scatter assumption.
Theoretical and Computational Directions

The workig group felt that theoretical and computational research should
include the following aspects of the scattering problem:
Frequency dependence: Research should describe a broadband process to handle

the expected strong frequency dependence of scattering.
Coherence: Research should move beyond predicting mean levels and come to

grps with the moments of the acoustic field such as coherence (spatial, temporal,
frequency, angular).

Azimuthal dependence: The scattering process is expected to be inherently three
dimensional and needs to be treated as such. Out-of-plane scatter due to scatterer

geometr or orientation needs to be addressed.
1.3. Geoacoustic Ground Truth
Whle the working group agreed that we needed to know the strctue of

the subbottom at scales from some fraction of an acoustic wavelength (maybe as

5
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small as 1/10) to the typical size of an experimental region, no agreement was
reached on what to measure or how to obtain that characterization. This
state-of-the-ar is truly astounding, given the critical need for "ground trth" as a

basis for theoretical and computational work, design of experiments, and
interpretation of data. Many methods for obtainig data about the sub

bottom

were discussed (see list below), but each had its detractors as well as supporters.

Clearly, the problem of characterizing the subbottom must be dealt with before
any meanngful progress can be made toward understanding the physics of

scattering in shallow water environments. In contrast, measurng and describing

bathymetr at the required scales is in fairly good shape. There are recognized
methods of collecting data (multibeam bathymetr systems, stereo photography,
laser line scan systems) and models for characterizing bathymetry (power spectral

models).

Some Methods for Measurng Subbottom Variability
. Borehole tomography for fluctuations and layers

. Chirp sonar for layers
. X-ray tomography of cores for high resolution strctue
. Seismic profile for large scale featues

· Analysis of cores for vertical strctue and fields of cores for
horizontal strctue
· Extracting P wave velocity :fom S wave measurements taking

advantage of the higher resolution of S wave velocity due to smaller
wavelength
- Penetrometer for shear strengt, assuming a relationship between

shear strengt and shear velocity
- Interface wave inversion

- Gravity wave inversion

Electromagnetic measurements, assuming a link between electrical and acoustical
properties.

6
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1.4. Extrapolation
This topic deals with the often n.eglected problem of extending

measurements outside their initial domain of validity. There are two aspects of the
problem, geographic extapolation and extrapolation of scale. Geographic

extrapolation deals with the problem of extending a few localized measurements

of sea floor and subbottom structue to characterize an entire region.
Extrapolation of scale deals with the problem of using measurements of strcture
on one scale to predict structue at larger or smaller scales. The key to making
progress in these areas is research to link geological processes and stochastic

descriptions relevant to acoustics. Once this link is known, geological data and
interpretation can be used to develop sampling criteria, establish limits on
extrapolation to higher resolution, and provide guidance for interpolation and
smoothng. Thus, extrapolation is a combined geology and acoustics problem that

needs coordinated interdisciplinar research for progress to be made. The working
group identified research issues that apply to extrapolation of both surace
roughness and subbottom varability:
Geographic extrapolation:

· How far from a measurement location does a stochastic description of
roughness or subbottom varability apply?

· How far apar do stochastic descriptions need to be measured to
characterize an area?

Extrapolation of scale:

. How robust are power law spectral distrbutions? What are the limits
in extending distribution to smaller scale features?
. What procedure should be used to interpolate or smooth data for input

to models?

7
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1.5. Sediment Geoacoustics
There are stil several outstanding research issues involving the

geoacoustic properties of shallow water sediments. Most notable is the problem

of attenuation. We are stil in the situation where estimates of attenuation based
on measured physical properties are not reliable and inversion of acoustic data is

needed to obtain attenuation values for an area. We do not know what portion of
the measured attenuation is due to scattering and what is due to the absorption of
energy. There are also questions concerning the importance of velocity dispersion

(which must necessarly accompany absorption), the role of small quantities of
gas in sediments, and the mechanism for the penetration of low angle energy into
the sea floor. Progress on these issues may well require an interdisciplinar

approach involving physicists, chemists, geologists, and acousticians to piece
together a porous media theory based on an understanding of the acoustics of the

micro-strctue of sediments. An additional issue raised by the working group is
the possibility of the temporal variability of sediment properties in. shallow water

due to biological activity, storms, and seasonal or daily heating. We do not know
the characteristic spatial

or temporal scales for these changes as they affect the

geoacoustic properties of the sediment or how they affect the statistical
characterization of

the sea floor or subbottom.

1. 6. Issues for Experiment Design

In addition to emphasizing that experiment design should ensure the

collection of all data (including sea floor and subbottom data) needed to test the
hypotheses of an experiment, the working group identified several specific issues
related to bottom interaction that need attention in designing an experiment.
. The goal of an experiment should be to understand acoustical

mechansms (scattering from roughness, from volume
inhomogeneities, from layers, from gas bubbles, etc.) rather than
8
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producing a single number (scattering strengt) that combines the
effects of all mechanisms. Experiments should be designed to isolate
mechansms.
· Experiments should star with simple stochastic environments and

move to more complicated environments as our understanding of
scattering physics increases.

· Experiments should be located in existing natual laboratories to take
advantage of geological and geoacoustic work that has already been
done. Additional characterization of sea floor roughness or subbottom
varability needed for an acoustic scattering experiment would extend
and complement the existing environmental characterizations of the
natual laboratories.

· An area characterization methodology needs to be developed to
specify the number and location of detailed sea floor roughness and
bottom varability measurements required in an experiment.

sub

· Calibration of sensors (geophones or hydrophones) on or beneath the

sea floor is not well understood.
. Tan and laboratory experiments are valuable and should be

continued. They provide very controlled conditions (often impossible
to achieve in an at-sea experiment) that can examine the physics of
individua scattering mechansms and convincingly validate theoretical
predictions.

1. 7. Recommendations
The most important issue for bottom acoustics in shallow water is the

problem of characterizing the structue of the subbottom on scales needed to
describe scattering mechanisms. The working group could come to no consensus
about what constitutes ground trth nor could they identify any measurement

techniques that were universally accepted as accurate and reliable. This is clearly
a fudamental issue that must be dealt with. Without reliable measurements of

subbottom variability, theoretical and computational efforts are hindered and it is

impossible to unambiguously interpret acoustic data from at-sea experiments.
Other important research issues are those dealing with stochastic characterization
of subbottom varability, the physics of individual scattering mechansms,
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extrapolation in scale and location, porous media theories based on the
micro-physics of sediments, azimuthal and frequency dependence of scattering,
and the coherence of the sound field.

1.8. Navy Relevance

Understanding the scattering process and the ability to predict coherence
and environmental spreading of acoustic energy has direct application to

improving models used to predict the pedormance of Navy acoustic systems.
Developing a technology for measuring subbottom variability and a methodology

for extrapolation would find application in the development and maintenance of
geoacoustic databases used to provide input to pedormance prediction models. It

is also possible that new signal processing algoriths and system concepts would

flow from an understanding of the effect of the sea floor on active and passive
. acoustic signals.

2. THE WATER COLUMN GROUP REPORT
Michael J. Buckingham, Group Leader
2.1. Introduction
It is a trism to say that the water colum plays the central role in
underwater acoustics, for it is here that sounds are created, transmitted and

received. The boundares may exert their influence on the spatial, temporal and

even spectral properties of the field, but the water colum supports its very
existence.
Clearly, the question of acoustic propagation though the ocean medium is

an important one. However, ocean':acoustic propagation modeling has been the

subject of intensive research over the past decade or more, with the result that a
number of highly effcient numerical propagation codes now exist that provide an
10
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adequate prediction capability in many circumstances of interest to the underwater

acoustics communty. This is not to say that the problem of predicting acoustic
propagation in the ocean has been entirely solved, since there are stil some areas

that need attention, notably in connection with environments that support strong

3-dimensional effects. But it is now felt that existing propagation models are

sufficiently well developed for emphasis to be placed elsewhere, on areas of
ocean-acoustics research that are important to futue navy needs.
Two specific topics, both stochastic in natue, are considered to be of

immediate interest: acoustic fluctuations induced by varous oceanographic
processes; and ambient noise, including air entrainment processes and ambient

noise inversions to obtain information about the ocean environment. It is
recognized that a research program designed to address these issues must be based

on four tightly coupled components: a) experimental planng; b) measurements;
c) theory; and d) modeling.
2.2. Acoustic Fluctuations In Shallow Water

Internal waves in deep water are reasonably well represented by the

Garett-Mun spectr ( Flatté, 1979), enabling fluctuations in long-range
acoustic transmissions to be characterized accurately (Colosi, 1994) . The same
canot be said of internal waves and their effects on acoustic signals in shallow

water. There is a clear need to d.evelop a theoretical model or models of internal
waves in shallow water, since this is fudamentally important to interpreting

acoustic fluctuations in continental shelf and slope regions. In fact, a number of
oceanographic fluctuation mechanisms need to be characterized, with a view to

identifying their effects on acoustic fields in shallow water, including the
following:
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· internal waves

. thermal microstrctue
. solitons

· variability in surace bubble plumes
· varability associated with the shelf-break front

. seasonal varabilty in ocean strctue

. tidal varabilty

Stochastic modeling of acoustic fields in a variable shallow water

environment is also required. Some inroads have already been made into this
problem in a recently published analysis of scintilation in a shallow-water

waveguide by Creamer (Creamer, 1996) . This treatment is based on averaged
equations for intensities and fluctuations (second- and fourh-order moments), and
provides insights into the fudamental physics underlying the fluctuating field.

Furer theoretical developments are clearly essential if a more complete
understanding of the lin between oceanographic and acoustic fluctuations is to
be achieved. A parallel experimental effort is also required, aimed at

investigating the coupling between the oceanographic driving fluctuations and the
resultant acoustic fluctuations.

However well the fluctuating environment is understood, it wil stil only
be possible to predict the properties of a transmitted acoustic signal in an average
sense, in terms of its second- and higher-order moments. An alternative approach
is found in adaptive techniques, such as phase conjugation, that are curently

under investigation. In effect, the varability in the acoustic travel path is sampled

and backed-out of the received signals, leaving them unaffected by the
oceanographic fluctuations. There are some parallels here to active noise and

active vibration control systems that have received such close attention over the
12
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past two decades. An interesting aspect of phase-conjugate systems is that when
the receiver aray is not focused an inversion can be performed to determine the

properties of the fluctuating field. Phase-conjugation, used adaptively for

eliminating travel-path fluctuations and in an inverse mode for characterizing the
stochastic field, is regarded as a very important technique in connection with

futue shallow-water propagation studies.
Shallow-water tomography is seen as another area of interest, and one
which has received little attention compared to its deep-water counterpar. There

seems to be a good case for a tomographic experiment designed to provide data on

shallow-water acoustic fluctuations in support of the theoretical studies mentioned
above.
In sumar, the research topics identified in ths section are listed below.

· Development of shallow-water internal-wave spectra (theory &
experiment)

· Theoretical development of acoustic fluctuations in shallow water
· Experimental investigations of links between oceanographic and

acoustic fluctuations in shallow water

· Development of phase conjugation and other adaptive propagation
schemes
. Shallow-water tomography

2.3. Ambient Noise

Ambient noise has been of interest to the ocean acoustics community for

many years, mainly with a view to reducing its effect on signal-detection
capability. Recently, it has come to be recognized that ambient noise itself
contains information on the ocean environment, which can be extracted to
advantage. It is interesting, however, that the classical Knudsen spectru of noise

due to breakng waves, which has been known for the best par of fift years, stil
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has no entirely satisfactory explanation. This is a fudamental problem of ocean

physics, which needs to be addressed fairly urgently since it has a bearing on
several aspects of ambient noise research, including inversions of the noise to
determine ocean processes such as gas fluxes across the air-sea interface.

Wave noise arses from the creation of bubbles just beneath the sea
surface. An important featue of the bubble field below a breaking wave is the
bubble size distribution, for which there is no satisfactory theoretical model

although it is known from measurements that it scales approximately as a-n, where
a is bubble radius and 2.5 -c n -c 6. Another aspect of the bubble plumes, and one

that has received very a little attention, is the bubble creation rate. This is
paricularly important when passive-acoustic technques are used for interrogating
surface processes, since the signal originates with the newly formed, acoustically

active bubbles. That is to say, passive systems respond to the rate of creation,
whereas active systems, for instance, upward looking sonars, yield information on

the quiescent bubble field. The basic physics of the bubble size distribution and
the bubble creation rate are both considered to be very important research issues
in support of futue ambient noise inversions.

Such inversions include the use of ambient noise to determine gas transfer

rates across the air-sea interface, which is relevant to absorption of greenhouse

gases by the ocean, which in tu has a bearng on global waring estimates. The
noise may also be used to establish the statistical distribution of surace waves;

and measurements of noise in the water colum can provide information on sea
floor parameters and to some extent stratification. All such inversion techniques
are relatively new and involve various novel ideas. This raises several questions,
including robustness and repeatability of the techniques, and performance

limitations. There is a recognized need to examine the new methods of stochastic
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signal inversion, with the objective of answering some of these questions and
identifying limitations on performance.

A region of accelerating interest is the surf zone. Until very recently, little
effort had been directed towards the acoustics of the littoral environment and even

now almost everyng stil needs to be done. Complexity is perhaps the
characteristic featue of sur zone processes, in terms of the fluid mechanics, the
acoustics, and the coupling between the two. Even the simple question of whether

sound propagates out from the breakng region to open water and if so, what is the
coupling mechansm, canot be answered with certainty. The acoustics of the surf

zone is identified as a paricularly challenging and interesting topic of research,

which needs to be addressed systematically, with a view to unaveling the
essential physics of the environment. From the experimental point of view,
several technques will be needed to characterize the acoustics and oceanography

of the surf zone, including Doppler sonars, upward-looking sonars, and bubble
counting and sizing devices (acoustic and optical).

A featue of near-shore ambient noise in temperate and tropical climates is
sound from colonies of snapping shrmp. Each pulse is extremely intensive
(probably highly non-linear) and very brief, lasting no more than 10-5 seconds.

The overall noise field from the creatues is impulsive in nature, very

non-Gaussian, and originates from a random spatial distribution of sources. The
bandwidth of the snapping shrmp sounds is approximately 5 kHz to beyond 100

kHz, spaning the pedormance range of many active sonars. For such systems,
the snapping shrimp may be a cause of serious pedormance degradation. On the

plus side, the shrmp provide a form of acoustic ilumination in the water colum,
which can be used to advantage by the ambient noise imaging systems (Acoustic

Daylight) that are curently under development. There is a pressing requirement to
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identify the spatial and temporal statistics of snapping shrimp noise fields, since
so little is known of their properties.
In sumar, the research topics identified in this section are listed below.
. Origin of

the breakng-wave noise spectr

· Develop physics of the bubble size distrbution from wave breaking
· Develop physics of

the bubble creation rate from wave breakng

· Develop stochastic-field inversion techniques
· Assess pedormance limitations of stochastic-field inversion techniques
· Establish fudamental coupling between fluid mechanics and acoustics

in the surf zone

· Quantify the spatial and temporal distrbutions of snapping shrimp
noise in near-shore locations
2.4. Concluding Remarks
In the above discussions of the curent and futue status of water column
acoustics, the effects of the sea floor have been excluded, although clearly

topography and other factors influence shallow-water propagation and ambient

noise. But bottom effects are under consideration by another group.

On another Ìssue, the ocean acoustics communty has accumulated many

high-quality data sets over the years, and it is recommended that, whenever
possible, these be used to advantage rather than perform repeat experiments. It is

also recommended that existing assets, for instance in the form of a planed
research cruise, be exploited to the full by the community to maximize the return
on the investment.
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3. THE MODELING AND SIGNAL PROCESSING GROUP REPORT

Wiliam Siegmann, Group Leader
3.1. Introduction

High-quality modeling and processing tools are essential for fudamental
understanding of shallow-water acoustics and for detection and localization

problems. The geoacoustic and water-colum issues that are relevant for
scientific progress and for Navy applications are discussed in previous sections.

New capabilities for propagation models and signal processing methods that are
required to meet those needs are described here.
3.2. Deterministic Modeling

Much progress has been made in developing and validating deterministic

propagation models for shallow water. Minor refinements or small accuracy
improvements for these models are not needed. The focus of research should be
on incorporating new and relevant physical mechansms and capabilities. It is not

enough to construct and test implementations that require supercomputers to ru
curent problems. The models must be practical and efficient on today's high-end

workstations, so that they will have a significant shelf life as computational power
continues to increase. The goal is a suite of efficient and benchmarked

shallow-water "super-models" which subsume earlier versions and allow easy
upgrading.

The pnmar objective is to incorporate the correct physics, or more
precisely the best available understanding of the correct physics for the

applications of interest, into the propagation models. Example physical

mechanisms in earlier sections range from thermal microstrctue to poro-elastic

sediments with dispersion and anisotropy. A complete pictue of the frequency
17
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dependence of all results is cruciaL. A related role for the models is to

demonstrate the connectivity between micro-mechanical modeling (for example,

of highly variable sediments using homogenization techniques) and commonly
used effective-media theories.

Another major requirement is fully capable three-dimensional models.
The role of 3-D scattering (forward and backward) in shallow water canot be

appraised or treated effectively with existing models. Elastic and poro-elastic
sediments need incorporation into 3-D models which are suitable for near-shore
and other coastal environments. Broadband 3-D models are considered essentiaL.
With advances in physical understanding and computational hardware, the time is

ripe for attaining practical 3-D capabilities. No suggestions are made for
paricular approaches, since each has vigorous advocates; hybrid methods may be
the strongest candidates.

Even for the best available propagation models, the sensitivity and

predictability pictues are incomplete. For 3-D and other new versions, the levels
of field uncertainties need to be specified in terms of environmental uncertainty

levels. Another modeling issue which might lead to significantly increased
efficiency is the possibility of using impedance conditions at the seabed interface,

rather than performing calculations throughout the sediment volume. This entails

constrction of non-local boundar conditions and useful localized
approximations to them, over the range of frequencies and geoacoustic sediment
properties.
An unesolved problem is modeling effects of scattering from objects in

the ocean volume or the (elastic or poro-elastic) sediment. Previous efforts,

emphasizing cases with fluid bottoms, concentrated on acoustic interaction with

the object in isolation. The challenge is to treat the fully coupled propagation
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problem with objects imbedded in a physically reasonable model of a shallow
waveguide.
3.3. Stochastic Modeling

Stochastic propagation modeling is critically importt for shallow
waveguides with substantial and widespread varabilities that are best treated
randomly. Some types of stochastic problems for explaining experimental results

or testing theoretical predictions are well suited for Monte Carlo treatment.
Available well-refined deterministic models can then be used, providing the

simulations are feasible. Other types of stochastic problems are better suited for

examination by pertbation, moment, or related methods, paricularly when
behaviors of higher field moments are required. For these it is not enough to

develop approximate moment equations; their validity and practicality must be
demonstrated.

A principal objective should be determinig field coherences (vertical,

horizontal, and temporal) in concert with investigating physical mechanisms
described previously; a. few examples include interface roughness, sediment
heterogeneities, gas bubbles, and microstrctue. There are corresponding
problems for modal and cross-modal coherences. Examining the intermittency of
acoustic signals and correlating them with environmental intermittencies is a
related issue. The time spreading of broadband signals also should be specified in
terms of environmental varabilties.

Scattering and reverberation are persistent modeling problems that have
special significance in shallow waveguides. The importance of a practical
capability for treating 3-D scattering canot be overemphasized. This fudamental

problem is linked to several issues in previous sections, where relevant physical
mechansms are detailed. Paricular attention should be given to using scattering
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models to determine scattering cross sections; to discriminate between absorption,

attenuation, and scattering losses; to find interface scattering matrx statistics; to
specify surface scattering effects (from bubbles, wakes, ice) on signal statistics;

and similarly for volumetrc (fish schools, microstrcture) and bottom (from
layering, roughness, inhomogeneities, gas bubbles, and shells) scattering effects.

Characteristics of discrete reverberation arsing from both isotropic and
ansotropic featues should be determined, along with 3-D variability from elastic

or poro-elastic sediments. Diffuse reverberation, paricularly its coherence, from
3-D roughness and inhomogeneities should be treated.

Models of 3-D shallow-water noise statistics, including both natual and
man-made sources, are important for fudamental understanding and applications.

The evolution of the noise statistics in shallow waveguides needs determined,
along with the noise scintilation index. Another issue is developing stochastic

propagation tools and procedures for non-stationar fluctuations, one example of
which may be the noise field but environmental volume and surface varabilities
may be others.
It is important to emphasize that for any of the problem areas,

uncertainties in predicted moments are needed in terms of environmental
uncertainty estimates. Whether the stochastic propagation is treated by Monte

Carlo simulations or averaged moment equations, this requirement holds for
signal processing and applications.

3.4. Signal Processing

Results from modeling efforts not only support experimental analyses and

enable new theoretical predictions but also impact directly on signal processing
and associated inversion techniques. Matched field processing (MFP) is a shining

star from the interactions between modeling and signal processing, although
20
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significant issues remain for its optimal and effcient use in shallow-water

applications. Such interactions should be strongly encouraged to continue and to

extend in other directions as well, paricularly for the prediction of field
components and statistics that are relevant for signal processing. The following

problem areas are focused on processing techniques for source detections and

localizations but also concern inversion methods for oceanic and geoacoustic
properties. The fudamental ocean science in these two classes of problems are
so intertned that they are not separated here.

Priorities are to specify the quality of matched field processing results and

to increase MFP capabilities. The achievable gain using MFP in shallow

waveguides has not yet been definitively determined. Statistics should be
developed for inversions obtaimid by MFP. More research is needed for MFP

localizations and inversions using horizontal and volumetrc arays. Effects of
source, receiver, and target motion on MFP, including reciprocity, integration
time, and Doppler, should be determined. A related problem deserving

investigation is the influence of non-unform curents on MFP. Another area
suggested for attention is target effects on active MFP applications.

Other research issues are certain extensions for inversion and localization

procedures. Among these are capabilties for broadband, coupled modes, and

3-D. Optimum aray geometries for inversions should be determined, and
emphasis should be placed on specifying parameter resolutions. Target strength
inversion, both in the ocean and the (elastic or poro-elastic) sediment, should be
investigated using broadband signals.

Efforts should be directed toward promising processing and inversion
technques. One is the collection of phase space methods that include Wigner

distrbutions and wavelets. Another is the set of phase conjugate methods, in
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paricular their pedormance in shallow waveguides and with curents. The
robustness of mismatch-tolerant processors should be evaluated.
Additional research areas are considered useful for shallow water

applications. Noise statistics for signal processing need to be obtained, and
opportistic noise sources should be exploited. The possible advantages of field

scintilation characteristics for detection and localization should be explored. The
long-term need is to determine optimal aray geometres, frequencies, bandwidths,
and sensor speeds for shallow waveguide processing.
3.5. Last Words

For coping with shallow water challenges, modeling and signal processing tools

have pedorce become sophisticated physically, mathematically, and
computationally. They will surely continue to grow even more so. With the many
approaches and implementations, it is essential for users to have confidence in the

available codes. Since a varety of benchmark types and problems curently exist,
developers are urged to use appropriate ones for testing and validating their

implementations. There is a need for new benchmarks, in paricular for assessing

3-D, stochastic, broadband, elastic/poro-elastic, and scattering models.
Developers should make their codes as widely accessible as possible, takng
advantage especially of the web and ft sites. Thorough documentation of the

code, test cases, and operational guidelines ear such great user appreciation as to
mitigate the developer's unsung hours in preparing them.
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Appendix B
ONR Shallow-Water Acoustics Workshop
Workshop Agenda

Moderator:

Jim Lynch

----- Agenda and Topics ----1 October 1996 8:00 AM - 5:30 PM

Tuesday,

Introduction 7:55 AM
Programmatic Overview Talks (15 min each)

8:00 AM

ONR Ocean Acoustics Program and Shallow Water Thrst

E. Livingston

ONR 6.3 AEAS Modeling Program

E. Estalote

ARA Shallow Water Multistatic Active Program

W. Carey

NRL 6.2 Shallow Water Signal Processing

S. Wolf

NRL 6.2 Active Acoustics

R. Love

ONR Active and Passive Signal Processing Programs

N. Hamed

Shallow Water Active Detection and Classification

1. Bishop

Tactical Passive-Active Detection and Classification

N. Owsley

ONR Broadband Workshop Report

S. Wolf

General Academic Community Talks (10 min each)

10:30 AM

Bottom Acoustics
1. Active Bottom Loss Database Development

P. Vidmar

2. Matched Field Tomography for Estimation of Geoacoustic Properties

R. Chapman

in Shallow Water
3. Ambient Noise Coherence in Shallow Water

M. Buckingham

4. Modal Mapping in a Complex Shallow Water Environment

G. Frisk

5. Reverberation Derived Low Frequency Shallow Water Bottom

P. Cable, M. Steele,

Scattering Strength Estimates

J. O'Connor

6. Modeling Elastic Wave Propagation Using a Complex Screen

Method
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7. Time Domain Finite Difference Methods in Shallow Water Acoustics R. Stephen
8. Measurements of

the Sound Speed and Attenuation Structure within T. Yamamoto

the Seabed and its Effects on the Propagation and Scattering of Low
Frequency Acoustics Waves in Shallow Water

9. In situ Compressional Wave Velocity and Attenuation Measurement R. Wilkins, L. Frazer,

Using the AcousticLance S. Fu
I Lunch in Cafeteria Atrium 12:00 Noon
General Academic Community Talks (10 min each) 1:00 PM
Bottom Acoustics - cont'd

10. 1996 Progress Report for MFP Geoacoustic Tomographic Inversion

A. Tolstoy

11. Computational Shallow Water Acoustics --Shear Waves and
Backscattering

D. Lee, J. Bishop

12. Forward and Inverse Problems in Shallow Water

M. Collns

13. Seafoor Characterization within the New Jersey and Nortern
Californa STRATAFORM Natual Laboratories: Statistical Analysis
from High Resolution Swath Mapping Data

J. Goff

14. Modal Inverses for Bottom Properties

S. Rajan

15. Frequency Dependent Sound Transmission in Shallow Water
Regions

M. Badiey

16. Direct and Inverse Acoustic Problems in Shallow Oceans

R. Gilbert

17. Inversion Techniques for Characterizing a Coupled Mode Acoustic
Waveguide

D. Rouseff

General Academic Community Talks (10 min each)

2:30 PM

Water Column Acoustics

18. Preliminar Acoustic Results from the Intimate 96 Shallow Water
Tomography Experiment

E. Coelho, S. Jesus,
M. Porter, Y. Stephan

19. The New Jersey Shallow Water Acoustic Random Media Propagation SWARM Group
Experiment- SWARM (SWARM
Group: J. Apel, M Badiey,
J. Berkson, K.P. Bongiovanni, J. Bouthilette, E. Carey, c.s. Chiu,
T Duda, C. Eck, S. Finette, R. Headrick, J. Irish, J. Kemp, J. Lynch,

A. Newhall, M Orr, B. Pasewark, J. Preisig, B. Racine, S.
Rosenblad, A. Shaw, D. Taube, D. Tielbuerger, A. Turgut, K. von der
Heydt, W Witzell, S. Wolf
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20. The SESAME Experiments-the Effects of Internal Solitons on
Acoustics Propagation at the Malin Shelf

R. Field, C. Mire,
H. Chandler,
M. Broadhead

21. Shelfbreak PRIMER-an Integrated Acoustic and Oceanographic Field PRIMER Group
Study in the Middle Atlantic Bight (PRIMER GROUP:
R. C. Beardsley, K.H Brink, MJ Caruso, c.s. Chiu,
G.G. Gawarkiewicz, J F Lynch, JH Miler, R. Pickart, A.R.
Robinson, K.B. Smith)

22. Time-Reversing and Phase-Conjugate Arays

D. Dowling,
S. Khosla
Gibraltar

23. Varability of Acoustic Transmissions in the Strait of

P . Worcester,

B. Comuelle,

C. Tieman,
U. Send
24. Internal Tides and Solitons on the Continental Shelf: the "dnoidal"

Wave Solution to the KDV Equation

J. Apel, M. Orr,
S. Finette, J. Lynch

25. Coupled Acoustic Mode Propagation though Continental Shelf
Internal Solitar Waves

T. Duda, J. Preisig

26. Observations of cnoidal Internal Waves and their Effect on Acoustic
Propagation in Shallow Water

D. Rubenstein

Long Range Acoustic

27. Fluctuations, Coherence, and Predictability of

Propagation in Shallow Water

28. Effects ofInternal Waves on Sound Pulse Propagation in the Straits
of Florida
Florida

29. Large Acoustic Scintilations in the Straits of

30. Environmental Adaptive Acoustics in Shallow Water: An Acoustic
Demonstration of an Acoustic Time Reversal Mirror

H. DeF errari,
C. Monjo

X. Tang, F. Tappert
F. Tappert, X. Tang,
D. Creamer
W. Kuperman,
W. Hodgkiss, H.

Song, T. Akal,
C. Ferla, D. Jackson

31. Robustness of a Ray Travel Time Inversion Approach
Dolphins

32. A Model to Understand the Biological Sonars of

33. Reverberation and Internal Wave Studies

I-Tai Lu
P. Moore
ix. Zhou
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Wednesday,

2 October 1996 8:00 AM - 5:30 PM

General Academic Community Talks (10 min each)

8:00 AM

Modeling and Signal Processing
34. Moderately Broadband Shallow Water Acoustics

J. McCoy

35. Coupled Mode Representations for Propagation in Deterministic and
Stochastic Range Dependent Shallow Water

R. Odom, M. Park,
V. Peyton, J. Mercer

36. Broadband Model Predictions for Shallow Water Pulse Spreading

J. Preston

37. Shallow Water Propagation Effects and Predictability

W. Siegman

38. The Effects of

Rescattering by Rough Interfaces in Waveguides

D. Berman

39. Thee Dimensional Sound Propagation in Shallow Water

S. Glegg, J. Riley

40. Pulse Propagation With And Without Range Dependence

M. Werby,
N. Sidorovskaia

41. Seismo-Acoustic Field Statistics in Shallow Water

H. Schmidt

Open Panel Discussions ( 2.5 hours total) 9:30 AM
Bottom Acoustics (Group Leader: Paul Vidmar)

Water Column Acoustics (Group Leader: Michael Buckinghamj

I WORKG LUNCH BREAK 12:00 Noon
Open Panel Discussions ( 2.5 hours total) 12:30 PM

Acoustics Modeling and Signal Processing (Group Leader: Wiliam Siegmann)
Vertical and Horizontal Integration Issues (Group Leader: Ed Chaika)

Working Groups Meet in Parallel on Major Topics ( 2.5 hours) 3:00 PM
Bottom Acoustics (Group Leader: Paul Vidmar)

Water Column Acoustics (Group Leader: Michael Buckingham)
Acoustics Modeling and Signal Processing (Group Leader: Willam Siegmann)
Thursday,

3 October 1996 8:00 AM - 1200 Noon

Working Groups Meet on Major Topics - contd (3 hours)
Reports of

8:00 AM
11:00 AM

Workig Groups

Meeting Adjourned EXCEPT FOR GROUP LEADERS

12:00 Noon

Group Leaders Combine to Organze Final Report (2 hours)

12:00 Noon

Resource person: Bev Kuh (703) 696-6998 kuhb~onrhq.onr.navy.mil
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